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Clinton's Abortion Policy Resisted Abroad 
Military doctors and other medical'personnel at American facili-
in Europe are refusing to perform abortions, hindering efforts to 
implement a new Clinton administration policy intended to broad-
the military community's access to the procedure. 
Two days after taking office, President Clinton reversed a ban that, 
since 1988, has prohibited American military hospitals abroad from 
providing abortion services to military personnel and their depen­
dents. 
For Clinton and his adviser, the Jan. 22 order was designed to 
ensure that military families and service women posted abroad 
would have the same access to abortion as Americans at home. 
Clinton ordered that no government money should be used to pro­
vide abortions, so military facilities will charge women $477 for the 
procedure on an outpatient basis. 
Lee Ghio 
Senior StaffWriter 
In what turned out to be a fierce competition, the ladies of Tri-Delta emerged as the 
ultimate victors in the 65th annu­
al Band Frolic. Capturing the 
'"Sweepstakes" trophy, the award 
given to the best overall perfor­
mance, Tri-Delta managed to 
blow the competition away with 
powerful vocals. 
Behind the impressive vocals, 
sung by Renee Beam, Cathy Ettle, 
Ellie House, Beth Hutchins, 
Carrie Kandasamy, Kristen 
Kolzow, Shannon Page and 
Stephanie Scholl, Tri-Delta 
attained the highest point total of 
all the competitors. With their 
own rendition of "Where the 
Wild Things Are," Tri-Delta not 
only captured the top honor, but 
they also managed to capture 
awards for best dance and tied 
with Archania for best script. 
First place in the women's divi­
sion was awarded to Delta 
Gamma. With their skit, 
"Education Out of This World," 
Delta Gamma won top honors in 
staging as well as dance and 
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NPR Criticized by Liberal Media Group 
National Public Radio (NPR), long a target of conservative criti­
cism, is being scolded by a liberal media group for being "too white, 
too male and too cozy with Washington," the San Francisco 
Chronicle reported on Monday. 
In a report issued earlier this week, Fairness and Accuracy in 
Reporting, or FAIR, said an analysis of four months of NPR pro­
gramming found that: 
Only 21 percent of NPR's news sources were women. 
All but one of the 27 regular commentators were white 
ith for you. I'm amazed j| * Twenty-eight percent of domestic stories were reported from 
iust in time to avoidgettinjiWashington and 59 percent from the Northeast region. 
1 11 ist how brave you can! The study also criticized NPR's international coverage for being 
e'in. As your reward, I'|°verly dominated by European news. 
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Probation for Murderer Protested in Texas 
7 not to interfere More than 6,000 people rallied peacefully yesterday to protest the 
dvice to shirk respo ^ ^ sentence of probation given to a white supremacist who had been 
downplay the desire convicted of killing a black man. 
revving up the ^esire The Coalition of African-American Ministers, organize 
ater if you and I | march to signify "mourning for justice," said the Rev. Mic ae ^e-^ 
movement. In what may have 
been a rather unhumorous joke, 
Delta Gamma was initially 
announced as the Sweepstakes 
winner. However, the announcer 
then rescinded the award and it 
was awarded to Tri-Delta. 
First-place in the men's divi­
sion went to Archania. With a 
colorful presentation, Archania 
managed to impress the judges 
with a three-dimensional set and 
dance maneuvers that the audi­
ence cheered for vehemently. 
Price House also received 
sweepstakes honor. Doing a 
somewhat political parody, "A 
Simple Dissultry Pacific, or How 
I was Robert Eberhardted into 
Higher Tuition," Price managed 
to convey a message of discontent 
to the Board of Regents. At the 
same time, they managed amuse 
all in attendance. Casa Jackson 
n also received first place in the res-
idence hall division. 
J Another highlight to the 
2 evening's event was a display of 
ib "Elf- Fu." Phi Delta Theta in the 
o (See Band Frolic, page 2) 
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The library officially launched 
a new online catalog system, 
PacifiCat, this past Wednesday. 
On hand to introduce the sys­
tem was Jean Purnell, interim 
dean of libraries, who gave a brief 
description and demonstration. 
The new system brings the library 
through a transition from a man­
ual card system to computeriza­
tion. PacifiCat offers several func­
tions for accessing ail types of 
materials in the library. As of 
bier0' partner's pro' 
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Assistant News Editor 
Two UOP civil engineering 
students were able to put their 
education to work last summer in 
a real-world laboratory along a 
rocky, mountainous stretch of 
scenic Highway 1 near Big Sur. 
Accompanied by UOP profes­
sor Bill Kane and a handful of 
representatives from the 
California State Department of 
Transportation, the engineers 
tested a new highway fencing 
product designed by Brugg Cable 
Inc. to prevent rocks from tum­
bling onto California roadways. 
With video cameras rolling, 
they hurled rocks of varying sizes 
and weights down a steep 
embankment, allowing them to 
crash full-force into nets installed 
at the base of the slope. After 
examining the video tape and 
making a few computations, the 
engineers were able to determine 
how much force the nets could 
withstand. And with that infor­
mation, the highway department 
will be able to place the same type 
of nets in areas that have similar 
rockfall potential. 
"People are saying that there is 
nothing more to engineers than 
number crunching," said Kane. 
"It's really exciting to get out and 
do things." Kane agreed that a 
recent trend to make the^engi-
neering classroom more hands-
on has helped in attracting a 
wider variety of students into the 
field. In the last five years, Kane 
said that incoming students are 
now, the syste  holds acquired 
materials of the past 10 years, and 
will be adding retrospectively. 
The system is equipped with 
many features including a search 
base for author, title and/or sub­
ject. The system also offers a 
word search option. One advan­
tage of word search is that know­
ing the exact title of the material 
is not necessary. 
This summer the circulation 
feature will be completed. Each 
book will have a bar code inside, 
instead of a card you sign. This 
will be used in conjunction with 
your identific tio  r   ill 
make borrowing from the library 
fast and simple. 
The system will provide the 
library with information about its 
users by counting the number of 
searches and the areas of interest. 
This will allow the library to 
make purchases that fit the needs 
of the University. So far user 
interest have included global 
warming, AIDS, gender issues, 
drugs, diversity and sex. 
Not only will the system be 
convenient to use in the main 
(See Pacificat, page 2) 
In s i d e  
President Bill L. Atchley cuts the ribbon during a reception at the library in celebration of the new Pacificat system. 
less "purely analytical" and more 
women are finding engineering 
to be a viable career option. 
An undergraduate research 
program is in the development 
stage in civil engineering, and 
Kane said UOP is one of few 
schools that offers such personal­
ized research opportunities. 
"Undergraduates rarely get the 
opportunity to participate in 
(See Engineers, page 2) 
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-Burglary 
* Someone forced entry to 
the Spanos Center sometime 
between last Tuesday and 
Wednesday and took food items 
valued at approximately $100. 
"The Role of the Court of 
Justice" was the main topic in last 
week's World on Wednesday 
(W.O.W.), which was given by 
guest speaker Martin Shapiro, the 
James W. and Isabel Coffroth 
professor of law at UC Berkeley. 
Held in the Bechtel Center and 
sponsored by COPA, OASIS, 
UPBEAT and the Office of 
International Programs, Shapiro 
discussed the role and judicial 
impact of the court of justice as 
-Thefts 
* A purse was taken from the 
library on Sunday. The victim 
was able to describe the respon­
sible person as a Hispanic male 
adult, 30 to 40 years of age, slim, 
with black hair and black eyes. 
He was wearing a white shirt 
and blue jeans. Loss is estimat­
ed at $300. 
* Someone took a wallet and 
a "Daytimer" calendar from a 
table in the Summit last 
Tuesday. The items were valued 
at $80. 
* Someone saw a white male 
adult, 20 to 30 years of age 
wearing dark clothing, take a 
wallet from the lab area of the 
School of Pharmacy on Friday. 
A search for the responsible per­
son was unsuccessful. 
and vast economic problems 
associated with Russia's rocky 
transition from communism to 
capitalism. 
The impeachment effort began 
over a week ago when Yeltsin 
declared himself in command by 
emergency rule. Three days later, 
the Constitutional Court ruled 
that Yeltsin's claim to special 
powers was unconstitutional and 
therefore provided a basis for 
impeachment proceedings. 
The next day, Yeltsin aban­
doned his attempt for special 
powers and called for nationwide 
votes on confidence in his rule, a 
new constitution and new elec-
Cory Bergman 
Assistant News Editor 
A week of unruly power clash­
es in Russia climaxed Sunday 
with a determined but unsuccess­
ful attempt by pro-Communist 
conservatives to oust President 
Boris Yeltsin from office with a 
parliamentary impeachment 
vote. 
"The Communist coup has 
not succeeded," Yeltsin told thou­
sands of cheering supporters who 
had gathered near Red Square, 
minutes after the result of the 
vote was announced. "The peo­
ple have won, democracy has 
won, young Russia has won." 
"The president has received a 
final warning," conservative 
deputy Vladimir Isakov told 
reporters after the vote. "Next 
time the question comes up, there 
will be enough votes to impeach." 
The impeachment vote came 
unexpectedly close to gaining the 
two-thirds majority needed to 
remove Yeltsin from power. Over 
60 percent of the Congress voted 
to impeach Yeltsin for violating 
the constitution. 
Yeltsin's once formidable 
power has been undermined by a 
vicious constitutional conflict 
Martin Shapiro discusses the European Community and it's court of justice in 
World on Wednesday 
PacifiCat 
members spoke who were 
involved with the installation of 
PacifiCat. Derrill Bodley, chair­
person of the university library 
committee and Cynthia Wagner, 
chairperson of the strategic plan­
ning committee commented on 
the library and information sys­
tems. "This is a giant step in the 
right direction and represents a 
healthy renewal in education," 
said Wagner. 
Representing the University 
was vice president of academic 
affairs, Joseph L. Subbiondo and 
President Bill L. Atchley, who cut 
the ribbon, making the transition 
official. 
(Continued from page 1) 
library and the science library, 
it will also be accessible from a 
computer modem. This will let 
you know what resources are 
available in our library, plus the 
system has access to California 
State University, Sacramento's 
system and the University of 
California's Mellville data base. 
For additional help and infor­
mation on how to use the system, 
Susan Clark is offering an 
instructional workshop on 
Thursday, April 8, at 12 p.m. To 
reserve a space please contact the 
reference desk. 
At the reception, two faculty 
(Continued from page 1) 
these kinds of projects," Kane 
said. 
Civil engineering department 
head David Fletcher, who also 
participated in the Big Sur pro­
ject, said that UOP is striving to 
make research projects more 
accessible for students. However, 
Fletcher pointed out that because 
of the extensive time commit­
ment required by professors to 
supervise a project, careful con­
sideration will be taken not to 
jeopardize quality classroom 
instruction. 
Kane said the civil engineering 
department is planning more 
field projects in the future. 
Specifically, in the next three to 
five years, Kane said UOP will be 
working on ground subsidence 
problems that occur when oil or 
water is pumped from under­
ground. 
Kane and Fletcher will be pre­
senting a research paper on the 
Big Sur project at an engineering 
conference to be held in Aspen 
next summer. 
j Meanwhile, th 
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Band Frolic 
Get  Pa id!  
Ge t  Uni t s !  
Work  on  
Campus!  
The Pacifican is now 
accepting applications 
for the fall semester. 
• No Experience 
Necessary* 
' Apply at Hand Hall 
Third Floor 
"For some positions 
Get the credit you deserve 
at The Beach. 
years at Band Frolic 
California State University, Long Beach 
Summer Session 1993, 
Three Sessions 
Over 1,300 classes ofiered 
in 75 departments 
• Easy registration-VlSA & 
MasterCard accepted 
May 31-July 9, June 21-July 30, 
July I2-August 20 
• No formal admission to the 
University required 
• Day and evening classes 





California State University 
Sacramento 
Try relaxed, hassle-tree education. . 
No admission requirements. 




Tuesdays, 12 Nccn 
Call lor a free class schedule: (310) 985-2360, or write to: University Extension Services, 
CSULB, 1250 Bellflower Blvd.. Long Beach, CA 90840-8002 
Call for a FREE schedule 
(9 1 6) 923-9833 
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popovich, like many college 
;ents of the '90s, is into body 
" The trend means bare bod-
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lted, stamped, stenciled, tat-
0r pierced are in. 
"They're addictive," Popovich 
•i of her black tattoo, whi^h 
t could buy cheaper than a 
oredone. 
<0nce you get one—it's such 
a it's an art form—you want 
tore-" 
The communications major, 
,1,0 noted that she wouldn't 
keam 0f piercing any part of 
,rbody, has carefully planned 
er next tattoo. 
"[was thinking about getting 
ne on the inside of my ankle, 
know, more on my foot, 
be the sun with a yin-yang 
[the middle," she said, adding 
jut a good friend also wants 
the same symbol tattooed 
her foot. 
Has Popovich shared her 
secret with her parents? 
°° '\ "No way. But I have no 
cb regrets," she said of her decision 
to tattoo. "The symbol means 
something to me. I wanted 
something to remind me of 
vvhat is important." 
The practice of pricking the 
third layer of skin and filling the 
scratches with indelible ink has 
its beginnings in Polynesia. 
Once a counterculture sta­
tus symbol in this 
country, it's now 
hit the; middle 
class. The more 
recent trend has its 
roots in the entertain­
ment industry; many pop cul­
ture idols now proudly display 
tattoos that once would have 
been treated with disdain by 
middle-class college students 
rage 
Tattoo artist Chris Ryder 
works at Lace and Leather, a 
tattoo and body piercing busi­
ness in Tucson, Ariz., where 
droves of University of Arizona 
students come to get poked, 
pierced and scratched in the 
name of beauty. 
"Younger people like the 
newer styles in tattoos," Ryder 
said. "It's more of an art, lots of 
fine line detail, great color, 
things look more real." 
Ryder said that older style 
tattoos used bold lines and poor 
color, and would fade through 
the years. Now students bring 
pictures in that are meticulous­
ly traced, and through a trans­
fer process, copied onto their 
skin. 
For a cool $90-per-hour fee, 
Ryder will fill a student's entire 
back with an elaborate tattoo 
that may take up to 18 hours to 
complete. However, most stu­
dent tattoos are more conserva­
tive: Greek letters discreetly 
placed on an ankle, or a tiny 
heart on a breast. 
"ost students pay $35 
to $45 for a one-color 
-tattoo about the size 
of a fifty-cent piece, but the 
price climbs with each addi­
tional color. The more unusual 
the color, the more the tattoo 
will cost. 
"Custom pieces are a chal­
lenge. I try to pick it out of their 
brain and put in on their skin," 
Ryder said, noting that in 
Arizona, you have to be 18 years 
of age to be tattooed or have 
your body pierced. 
Ryder draws the line with 
certain types of tattoos. 
(See Tattoos, page 6) 
Mi 
Say student issues get different treatment 
ihn Williams 
lege Press Service 
Gay, lesbian and bisexual stu­
nts faced different actions by 
Wnt governments at two uni-
pities, with one giving support 
[a homosexual wing in a dor-
pitory and another refusing to 
[agnize a gay student group. 
The Student Assembly at 
®ell University in Ithaca, N.Y. 
*d 11-7, to create a 60-room 
f in Clara Dickson Residence 
Meanwhile, the Student Senate 
| 'Ohio Northern University in 
A voted 15-9 to deny student 
wrnment recognition of the 
Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual 
Alliance, a support and educa­
tional student organization. 
The issue at Cornell University 
will be settled by President Frank 
H.T. Rhodes, who must approve 
or deny the resolution passed in 
early March. A decision is expect­
ed in April, according to spokes­
woman Linda Grace-Kobas. 
Rhodes originally received the 
resolution after the Student 
Assemble approved it Dec. 12. 
However, he had concerns about 
what the entire student body! 
thought) about the issue, how 
much the makeover would cost 
and about the safety of the stu­
dents who would live in the seg­
regated unit. 
A student referendum was 
held, and of the 4,500 who voted. 
768 said that they would be will­
ing to live in the dorm. The 
Student Assembly then voted 
again to support the resolution 
March 11. 
While there has been anti-gay 
graffiti on campus, no gay or les­
bian student has been assaulted 
this year, Grace-Kobas said. 
Meanwhile, the Gay, Lesbian 
and Bisexual Alliance at Ohio 
Northern University began hold­
ing seminars and meeting with 
various student groups after the 
Student Senate voted 15-9 to not 
recognize the group. 
David Tarzan (Sam Dugan) and Maureen Cashin (Jessica LeFever) star in "Behind the Screen," Columbia's stu­
dent-produced soap opera. 
Columbia students create soap opera 
By John Williams 
Staff Writer 
College Press Service 
Will the former nun ever 
figure out who fathered her 
child? Will Jack, who left his 
girlfriend Norita and took up 
with a man, be able to get his 
television station back from the 
mob?Stay tuned for next 
semester's installment of 
"Behind the Screen," a student-
written, produced and acted 
soap opera at Columbia 
College in Chicago. Now in its 
seventh year, "Behind the 
Screen" is one of a handful of 
soap operas regularly produced 
by a school, and is thought to 
be the only one that doesn't use 
college life as a theme. 
Real life it isn't, but then 
again, that's why people watch 
soap operas—after an after­
noon of watching twisty 
human affairs, their problems 
pale when compared to the 
lives unfolding on the TV 
screen. 
"Soap operas are a lot more 
dramatic than most people's 
lives," said Luke Palermo, a 
Columbia College instructor 
who is the soap opera's main fac­
ulty adviser. "Hopefully people 
don't go from one trauma to 
another like they do in the 
soaps." 
"Behind the Scenes" is 
shown on Continental Cable of 
Chicago and on public access 
channels in 47 suburban commu­
nities around the city. Through a 
satellite system connecting col­
leges and universities nation­
wide, the soap is broadcast to 
126 stations and has a potential 
viewership of more than 7 mil­
lion people. 
And what about the fans of 
"Behind The Screen"? Palermo 
said he really doesn't know if the 
the show has any fans, "but 
we've been heard of." 
The show is a class taken 
for credit. About 75 students 
are involved in producing 
three 30-minute shows a 
semester. There are eight writ­
ers, 20 or more production 
assistants and 30 to 35 actors, 
plus understudies and other 
support personnel. 
"Behind the Screen" has 
taken on a life of its own, 
Palermo said. Each semester, 
new talent arrives and old tal­
ent leaves. 
The actors, producers, 
directors and writers are typi­
cally juniors or seniors, so 
they are not with the show for 
long. But that doesn't mean 
"Behind the Screen" veers too 
much from the main plot. 
"Losing continuity was a 
fear we had going into this," 
Palermo said. "But the show is 
known throughout our depart­
ment and the students know 
what the plots are about so 
people just move into the posi­
tions with a headstart." 
t&afifty 
"pooia "Day! 
U. of Washington Greeks 
to face stricter rules 
'"Ultlll lCCUgllil Ull i ucmo ~ 
C. Davis promotes engineering for women 
rhe old perception that women do poorly in sci­ences and math compared 
"linen is changing. 
Studies have shown that 
j 8,tlen, even those talented in 
I ^ and science face a bias in 
1'"cation from kindergarten 
Jp high school that discour-
^them from entering the sci-
% 
, ^C-Davis recently offered an 
| rWmental class "How Things 
| * that was designed to teach 
; 0|iien engineering students 
I, °ut the inner workings of 
lCes such as a car transmis-
a CD player, a washing 
lih 3n<^ 3 car en8'ne" Henes 
I a e Purpose of the class was-
i IktUrn women into mechan-
I v W to have them tear things 
11 fttd put them back together 
J,nderstand mechanism and 
litiery. 
^'ane Daniels,, director of 
er> in engineering programs 
UfUrdue University in West 
uyette' Ind., said that a 
^and For safer and reliable 
; Wmer Products, plus concern engi»^""o . Jegrees. Bui 
1 ljt f^ei|vironment, is a big draw with en8i^c^r.'i'1tjie ^jgh fifties." 
'U • -Twitu students in the University of California,-Davis engineering class called "How 
Professor Jerry Henderson talks 
cent in biomedical engineering, through high school in local 
"'^rwomen who are admit­
ted to the engtaeermg Pros"™ 
very motivated and them p 
are [heir motiva-
^r^ltaid-lntheiate 
ws'and early 70s, less than a 
uT, of the women enrolled in 
ineering actually graduated engineering A„arRe&% t 
^ engineering, students 
t Y in environmental, agri-
. ra'> industrial and chemical 
M^eI Wa^hington-hased 
commission m _ 
consumer goods. Science an ^ n per. the|raduatt pmgr ̂  
whined with the industry that in 1 , • uc in environ- Bu L ^1 /4r TiZA 1 
Another study by the Engineering 
Manpower Commission found 
that women earned nearly one-
third of the bachelor's degrees 
awarded in biomedical, chemical, 
environmental and industrial 
engineering. 
Henes' program at UC-Davis 
serves as a support system for the 
400 women enrolled in the 
school's undergraduate engineer­
ing program and 650 women in 
t^'UDin it
s^to diversify its workplace, 
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schools to sensitize teachers to the 
needs of female students and to 
look at "what their myths about 
engineers are. Teachers have their 
own bias and lack of understand­
ing," she said. 
The Society of Women 
Engineers, a professional organi­
zation based in New York has 
financed a $100,000 scholarship 
fund specifically for female engi­
neering students. The society rep­
resents 16,000 professional 
women and students, and has 
chapters at 250 universities and 
colleges, and in 70 cities. 
College Press Service 
SEATTLE—Fraternities and 
sororities living in off-campus 
houses will face tougher restric­
tions next fall, particularly in 
regard to alcohol consumption, as 
a result of a new University of 
Washington policy. 
A task force- appointed by 
President William P. Gerberding7 
was formed last fall after a young 
woman lost vision in one eye 
after being struck by a bottle dur­
ing a drunken fraternity brawl. 
"That tragedy was the cata­
lyst for us to take a good, hard 
look at our relationship with fra-
g ternities and sororities," said 
2 Ernest R. Morris, vice president 
^ of student affairs, who headed the 
task force. 
The 19-member task force 
'ij spelled out tougher regulations 
^on Greek behavior, with an 
2 emphasis on control of alcohol 
§ consumption. Under the new pol­
icy, Greek organizations must 
sign a "recognition agreement" 
that sets forth the school's expec­
tations of the members and the 
sanctions that will be imposed if 
fraternities and sororities fail to 
follow them. 
'The disciplines will run the 
gamut," Morris said. "They will 
range from putting a group on 
probation, imposing conditions 
that they must meet, to withdraw­
al of institutional recognition, 
which is a critical feature if .they 
wish to continue to exist." 
Fraternities and sororities 
will have to submit in writing all 
plans for parties at least a week in 
advance and will have to obtain a 
banquet permit from the 
Washington State Liquor Board. 
"We definitely want some­
thing in writing, so there can be 
no misunderstanding," Morris 
said. 
Morris noted that prior to 
the new regulations, control over 
Greek organizations was difficult 
because most of them lived in 
private, off-campus houses. 
Traditionally, the houses were 
self-governing. 
"It should be noted that we 
informally worked with the stu­
dent leadership and alumni to try 
to address concerns, but it did not 
produce the required results," 
Morris said. 
Morris said that alumni have 
recently made an effort to 
become more involved in frater­
nities and sororities since the 
crackdown. 
Other U.S. colleges are con­
tacting UW for details of the new 
policy, Morris said. Problems 
with excessive drinking and mis­
behavior in Greek houses contin­
ue to plague many campuses.At 
Florida State University in 
Tallahassee, the Kappa Alpha fra­
ternity chapter was suspended 
from the campus until June 1994 
over the near-death of a pledge 
from an overdose of alcohol. 
At the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, 
school officials are investigating 
a recent incident involving the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity 
after it was reported that a naked 
man, covered with paint or simi­
lar substance, was tied to a gate 
by fraternity members. 
/\ CROSS THE CAMPUS 
H O P  C o n s e r v a t o r y  
C o n c e r t s  s c h e d u l e d  f o r  A p r i l  &  M a y ,  1 9 9 3  
The Conservatory of Music announces its concert schedule for April and 
May. All programs will take place 
at 8 p.m. (unless noted different­
ly) in Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 
General admission is $3; UOP 
students and children 12 and 
under will be admitted free of 
charge (With the exception of the 
jazz performance on April 2 and 
the opera performances on May 1 
& 2; tickets for those are $6 gen­
eral, free to UOP students & chil­
dren 12 and under.). 
APRIL: 
For a rollicking good time, 
you'll want to catch the "April 
Fool's Concert" by the 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and 
the University Concert Band on 
Thursday, April 1. They will play 
exceptionally light-hearted music 
that is fun to listen to and experi­
ence. 
The next night, Friday, April 2, 
features the popular UOP Jazz 
Ensemble, directed by Mike Vax. 
Special guest artist for the concert 
is jazz performer Mel Martin. In 
performance, Martin displays 
fiery soloing abilities and projects 
a joyously spirited vibrancy to his 
audiences. Ensemble Director 
Mike Vax is a well-known jazz 
band director and trumpet per­
former who has toured with the 
Stan Kenton, Clark Terry and 
Glen Miller orchestras, the U.S. 
Navy Show Band, the Dukes of 
Dixieland and various other jazz 
groups. 
On Thursday, April 8, the Pacific Singers will offer a variety of music which 
was designed for the purpose of 
entertaining an audience. "Even 
a non music-oriented audience 
will enjoy this program. We want 
everyone to come and have a 
good time," says conductor 
Shinik Hahm. The program, will 
include spirituals, contemporary 
American music, American folk 
songs, as well as traditional Latin 
and French choral music. 
On Tuesday, April 20, "Pacific 
Market: Fresh Music from 
Around the World" will present 
New York composer Charles 
Dodge in a program that wijl 
show the audience what happens 
when music and computers meet. 
The concert will include two 
recent works by Dodge as well as 
new music by several other com­
posers. In a pre-concert lecture, 
Dodge, author of "Computer 
Music: Synthesis, Composition 
and Performance," will discuss 
how fractal geometry can shape 
music. This is your chance to 
hear the words and music of one 
of today's most important com-
CAMPUS EVENTS 
THURSDAY, APRIL 1 
Christian mime and drama performance, Radical 
Reality, McCaffrey Center Stage, 11:30 a.m. 
Housing sign-ups, Common Room 
Upbeat film: "Aladdin," McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
7:30 p.m. 
"April Fools Concert," Symphony Wind Ensemble 
and Concert Band, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 
p.m. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 2 
Upbeat film: "Aladdin," McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
7:30 p.m. 
"Something's Afoot," Demarcus Brown Studio 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Jazz Ensemble concert, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 
p.m. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 3 
Advanced registration for fall 1993, Common Room 
Upbeat film: "Aladdin," McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
7:30 p.m. 
"Something's Afoot," Demarcus Brown Studio 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
ASUOP nightclub, Static Attic, 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 4 
Upbeat film: "Aladdin," McCaffrey Center Theatre, 
1:30 and 7:30 p.m. 
MONDAY, APRIL 5 
"Composers Club Recital," Faye Spanos Concert 
Hall, 8 p.m 
If you have an event you would like listed in the Campus 
Events calendar, please call Michelle Gillette at 946-2155 
posers of electro-acoustic music. 
MAY: 
On Saturday, May 1, at 8 p.m. 
and Sunday, May 2 at 2 p.m., the 
UOP Opera Theatre will present 
scenes from Bizet's "Carmen" and 
the entire short opera, "Amelia 
Goes to the Ball" by Giancarlo 
Menotti. This last is set in the 
roaring 20's. "Carmen" will fea­
ture Stocktonians Raquel Esparza 
and Ron Schrieve; "Amelia" fea­
tures Richelle Triglia, Matthew 
Castle, Mark Jackson, Natalie 
Wilson, Jussi Buckbee; Bernadette 
Hayes and Ava Williams. Mark 
Ross Clark is the director, George 
Buckbee is musical director. 
For Mother's Day, May 9, at 3 p.m., take Mom to an "Olde Time Band Concert," with 
more toe-tapping music by the 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and 
the University Concert Band, 
augmented by band alumni and 
friends. The Conservatory's 
Director of Bands, Dr. Robert 
Halseth, will conduct. The entire 
family will enjoy this annual 
event. 
On Friday, May 14, the Oriana 
Choir, University Chorus, Pacific 
Singers and the University 
Symphony Orchestra will com­
bine forces to present Haydn s D 
Minor Mass" (the Lord Nelson 
mass) as well as Beethoven s 
"Choral Fantasy," featuring Rex 
Cooper as piano soloist. Hahm 
and Michael Allard will split the 
conducting duties. 
The final concert of the spring 
semester is always the 
Conservatory Commencement 
Concert on Saturday, May 22, at 
7:30 p.m. The first hour of the 
Conservatory's commencement 
ceremony will feature six of the 
school's finest graduating seniors 
in solo performances with the 
University Symphony Orchestra. 
The soloists this year are Esparza, 
mezzo soprano; Catherine Ettle, 
saxophone; Jedediah Friesen, 
marimba; Dean Marcellana, 
piano; Michael Miles, trombone; 
and Toni Paz, clarinet. The pub­
lic is welcome at this free concert. 
Funds, Fantasies 
& Future Focus 
Burt Nadler 
Director of Career Services 
This column addresses an issue of particular interest to seniors, but all of you will eventually become a member of this often endangered species, so read on. 
On-campus recruiting is almost over, you're about to go home (at 
least to do your laundry and pick up sunscreen) for spring break, and 
the question most asked will be: 
"Are you close to getting a job?' 
This inquiry will come from friends (yeh, right), family members 
and occasionally from that little voice we call a conscience. When you 
hear it, be prepared to cite how much you've done to date. "Well, I 
have written a resume and I've begun working with someone from the 
career services office on what they call self-initiated search," and "I've 
done some on-campus interviewing, but I haven't hear anything yet" 
are two of several good answers. "I don't think I'll get started until 
graduation," or "Who cares?" are not very good responses. 
When dealing with well meaning, yet insensitive individuals who 
make these inquiries, always say something positive and note a next 
step you will definitely take. "I am scheduled to take my first steps and 
meet with a career counselor," "I've picked up a resume writing guide 
and I will soon have my draft completed and critiqued" and "I've heard 
the career services office has a handout which clearly describes the 10 
steps I'll have to take to find a job. I'll be there as soon as break is over" 
are all acceptable replies. Use them if you need them. 
If you ever get into a heated career-related discussion with parents 
or with Uncle Harry (a mythical, yet too real, relative who thinks he 
knows everything) simply cut out the card below and hand it to him. 
JOB-SEEKER 
IDENTIFICATION CARD 
UOP career services acknowledges that the bearer 
is a job seeker in good standing. This senior or 
alumnus is aware of the services we offer those seek­
ing to focus goals, develop excellent job search tools 
and take all steps required to find meaningful and 
challenging post-graduation employment. This 
individual is also a realist, knowing that job search 
efforts should begin as soon as possible and that 
active and assertive students find employment most 
rapidly. This typically means three to six months 
post graduation. While finding a job as of gradua­
tion may be a good motivational target, it is not, 
chronologically and logistically, a realistic goal. Any 
parent or relative who wishes to help, not hinder, 
will also be focused on this reality. The bearer of 
this card, or anyone with questions regarding job 
search, can always call UOP career services at 
(209)946-2361. 
OP1 
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K a t h l e e n  G a b r i e l  i s  L a d y  Grace U a n l e y - P r o w e  in the Drama and!), K a t h l e e n  c a o r i e i  i s  w -
p r o d u c t i o n  'Something's A f o o t , ' which continues through thisWektri 
UOP helps communityl 
offering literacy course 
In a housing project only a few pating in the course FEI 
blocks from the UOP campus 
two boys crouch, barefoot, over a 
game of marbles. To the right of 
them four young girls, barefoot as 
well, play a Chinese jump-rope 
game known as "Hong Kong" on 
the cement walkway between the 
apartment units. Small children 
run in and out of housing units, 
laughing or crying. Families 
stand outside their doors talking, 
watching the children and 
preparing food for the evening 
meal. 
' This is Park Village, a unique 
housing project, populated 
almost totally by Southeast Asian 
refugees. 
Park Village is one of two 
Southeast Asian housing projects 
that neighbors UOP. The second the new Pacific LiteracyCs 
community, Manchester which is part of a national pc 
Apartments, is located next to the 
health center and is like Park 
Village in the problems they face 
as a people and as a community. 
They are similar in the steps they 
are taking to solve their problems 
and in the direction their com­
munities are moving. 
UOP is a participant in help­
ing as these two communities 
grow. 
Each project now contains a 
tutoring center for the youth of 
the communities to receive help 
with school work and other activ­
ities. These tutoring centers are 
kept running by the assistance of 
Tutoring for Literacy. 
This 2-4 unit course, tart 
Dr. Peg Langer, provides ad­
duction to basic instruct! 
techniques on tutoring liters-
ESL (English as a seconds 
guage) children and youth,! 
7-18, with an orientatioi 
cross-cultural experiences, 
course includes 60 hours ot 
site tutoring in either oftheh 
ing projects. 
"UOP students now hit 
opportunity to make the 
reading come alive foryo 
children only a few blocks 1 
UOP and receive two tot 
units of school credit," ® 
Langer. 
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FEI 193 is a course hosts conservative 
the duration 
funded by the U.S. Depart 
of Education and jointly^ 
sored by the Benerd Schos 
Education at UOP an' 
Anderson Y Center. This' 
partnership with Lincoln ft 
School District's Man# 
Bridges Literacy Project an 
Charter House Centers 
Village Project. 
The course will send' 
group of UOP students 
projects starting the upo 
fall semester. 
If you would like to he' 
of this course call La"" 
Kathleen at 946-2444 
13 UOP students who are partici- approved for registration. 
Until next week, keep taking steps toward your goals. Whether 
you're looking for summer employment, post graduation jobs or grad­
uate school options, actions speak louder than words. Don't just say 
you re thinking about it. Do something! 
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No fooling with this April conc<|J; 
Lee Ghio ~ 
Senior Staff Writer 
Rather than putting the tra­
ditional plastic spider in your 
mate s bed, how about dress­
ing him up in a tuxedo and 
taking him to a concert? 
at 8 p.m. on 
in Faye Spanos Concert 
the UOP campus. ^11 ed- "Act 
TinivprsitV . Veour The U i ersity P • W 
Band will feature the tj e bast 
. • : 'beraj Award-winning c°m^ y *PresSe(j 
°f "Grand Serenade for a" 
. , .j Pore# 
Wed. 
af oth 
cert, on April 1, is a casual 
affair. It's an April Fool's con­
cert. 
Various bands of UOP's 
Conservatory of Music will 
present an "April Fool's" con­
cert. The concert will include 
a variety of compositions 
specifically written with a 
comedic theme in mind, 
beginning with "Pictures of an 
Exhibitionist," by the 
American composer Ralph 
Dissonant. 
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This last weekend had an experience that has altered mv £0,ire perspechve on Itfe. 1 „ an aging ̂  „eer who sat me down over the course of an evening 
dh of drinks and explained to me "the way things ought 
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^ A. first, obvtously I was a ltttle skeptical considering my 
troubled history with leftists and engineers. He was buying so I 
Led what do I have to loose? X g' SO 1 
The conversation started appropriately with politics, but then 
again where else could it? The first issue we discussed was 
president Clinton s position on homosexuals in the military. I 
nearly started to salivate at the possibility of engaging in debate 
over this topic since it has repeatedly found itself on my page 
jndl consider myself relatively well-versed on the subject. My 
arguments on this subject have already been documented and 
jre irrelevant to this editorial. What my newfound mentor 
ingrained in me through our discussion was that it is absolutely 
insensitive to discriminate against an individual because of 
his/her sexual preference. He explained that homosexuals and 
,, lesbians should not only be allowed to serve in the armed forces 
'Ce hut should be granted promotion as a result of their previous 
discrimination. After hours of lengthy deliberation, I was forced 
to succumb to the power of his logic, and I now publicly admit 
that my previous stance on this issue was blatantly incorrect. 
I was hesitant to move to our next area of discussion consid­
ering how feeble my logical conclusions became when put in 
balance alongside this giant of political discourse. We started to 
talk about the policy of reverse discrimination. I explained that 
the white male has become the target of the minority majority's 
attacks and should be compensated as a result. My newfound 
triend had to laugh at the instability of my statement. He slowly 
explained for my benefit that the white male should be incarcer­
ated for the crimes he has committed. Furthermore, he said that 
vith an orientation in 
iltural experiences. The 
includes 60 hours of on-
ring in either of the housi 
ects. 
111 it y to make the world! 
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t hildren and youth, ages the white male should be removed from the power structures 
that govern our political establishment. I was initially outraged 
at his statements, but once again realized that I was incapable of 
inding flaws in his reasoning. As a result, I attempted to offer 
myself to the nearest authorities for questioning and punish-
, , ment. He stopped me in the nick of time, letting me know that I students now have the , ,. , r , ,, 
could do more good spreading the gospel of the liberal doctrine 
(ith my words than I could rotting in a white man's jail. 
was so taken in by his generosity of character that I pledged 
to exemplify all that is good in the liberal world by transforming 
my traditionally conservative page into a forum for leftist 
repression. I, as a born-again liberal, publicly apologize for my 
193 is a course hosted by ronservative ramblings which have infected the Pacifican over 
duration of my stay. I concede to the fact that I was brain 
"ashed by the teachings of ultra-conservative Rush Limbaugh 
on_ffld plead for the public's forgiveness. Finally, I propose that 
, ution and jojw, q| Biliary Rodham Clinton should be granted all the privileges 
"id powers of the executive office and that Mr. Clinton should 
le reduced to the role of First Husband. With this, the ultimate 
Ktice shall be served. 
NOT! Jack Kemp in '96. 
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lo stand in front of a pow­
erful speaker and listen to 
him speak out about those 
things that each of us hold dear is 
one thing; however, we have at 
UOP a man who has inspired 
millions throughout the world. 
Amazingly, he speaks only two 
languages-the first being "English 
and the second being that of 
Texan." However, he says, "I am 
able to relate to the millions of 
students for whom English is 
merely a second or third language 
because I speak of freedom." 
Throughout the United States 
millions of people go each day 
not realizing the advantages of 
having a democratic society, 
which holds freedom to be of the 
utmost importance. It is freedom 
that attracts the poor man to the 
United States; it is freedom that 
allows that very man to prosper 
and it's freedom that allows him 
to save and leave not only a name 
but a secure financial background 
for his heirs. 
Our very own Dr. Larry 
Meredith can be usually found in 
one of two places, either the class­
room where he is serving coffee 
and donuts to his students or 
across the globe talking about 
what constitutes freedom. 
He believes that in a college 
setting all elements of life must be 
of U°P students 
ts starting the y 
lester. . a 
hi would like to 
, course call Lai FlUm 
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At the base of the conservative 
philosophy I relate is an expressed 
concern for the freedom of oth­
ers. There is an underlying sense 
of justice permeating this philos­
ophy, but it is rooted in the fun­
damental equality of citizens, an 
their abilities to better themselves, 
and to live as they choose. While 
the conservative seeks to disman­
tle the "nanny state" (a notably 
quotable Maggie Thatcher line ), 
and free society from the shackles 
of dependency, the liberal seeks 
rather to give the central govern­
ment more power, and more con­
trol over its subjects. At the roo 
of this belief, we are informed, is 
the wish to provide the benefit of 
their social beneficence to the 
nation at large. The conservative, 
rather, views it as an acquisition 
ofpoLr, rooted in the contem­
porary liberal's longing to satiate 
life and the supposed disorder 
of the decisions individuals make. 
The gulf between the conserv­
ative and the contemporaryHibe 
al will not be amel^rat^ y a 
Siren call to give Mr. Clin 
Attention 
The Opinion page is 
seeking an individual to 
ask questions around 
campus for Pacific Talks. 
If you are interested, con­
tact Matt Kolken at 
946-2155 
explored from dictatorship of a 
country to the censorship of 
pornography right here at the 
UOP. 
Many of us know Meredith 
from his outlandish ways of 
teaching and his zest for life in the 
religious studies department. To 
go through one's college life and 
not experience listening to the 
Ten Commandments come to life 
as only he can do is merely a sin. 
Early in his career here at the 
University he took part in a 
national campaign in 1968. Let 
Us Vote was created to bring 
about a major change, one that 
would affect young men and 
women throughout the United 
States from then on, by lowering 
the legal voting age from 21 to 18. 
Being the dean of the chapel at 
the time, he paired up with 
Dennis Warren and spearheaded 
the campaign through the red 
tape of Washington and eventual­
ly through the voters. 
Gaining notability through the 
University, Meredith has been 
able to participate, in Fullbright 
Lectureship, which is the interna­
tional exchange of both students 
and professors. From 1984 to '85 
Meredith spent time lecturing at 
the University of Graz, in Austria, 
where he spoke of freedom and 
the American way. Returning to 
the University for several years he 
awaited his next lectureship in 
East Germany in the spring of 
'90. However, the trip was can­
celed in the fall of '89 when the 
wall that separated East and West 
came down. 
Not sitting on his past accom­
plishments, Meredith saw a mat­
ter of censorship at our very own 
campus bookstore. The question 
was whether or not to allow 
"Playboy" and "Penthouse" mag­
azines on the book racks. He has 
never hidden his views on the 
matter of pornography nor has 
he been afraid to express them. 
He believes that before a publica­
tion can be censored, pornogra­
phy must be defined. Society, in 
general, defines pornography 
much like the words of the 
Supreme Court Justice, "I don't 
know what it is until I see it." 
However, Dr. Meredith sees 
that among adults, censorship of 
such material should be unre­
stricted, however, never forced 
upon someone. He believes that 
the University and the education­
al system as a whole have a social 
responsibility to have doors open 
to new ideas and teach them in 
full context. This means presenta­
tion of all issues including moral 
and political sides of the idea. He 
was successful in his campaign to 
reverse the actions of the book­
store and restore the magazine 
from under the counter back to 
the bookshelf. 
Last spring, Meredith took his 
latest Fullbright Lectureship to 
the fourth largest country in the 
world, Indonesia. He was at 
Yogyakarta in Central Java, while 
he taught and lectured at 
Gadjahmada University. He did 
not lecture on religion but rather 
on what the students and people 
wanted to hear about; freedom. 
With Meredith acting as an 
ambassador of freedom in 
Indonesia, containing a strong 
Islamic culture, "freedom" ran 
amok with unbridled passion 
when Dr. Meredith spoke. 
In the famous words of two of 
our founding fathers, Alexander 
Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson, 
"nothing but good can come 
from free and open discussion of 
all issues." It was this type of 
knowledge and insight that has 
allowed our society to grow and 
prosper. Meredith uses his knowl­
edge and position at the 
University to break the lines that 
our society has constructed, 
believing in the freedom of choice 
and its consequences. 
"chance." Contemporary liberal­
ism is intellectually bankrupt, 
and it is now time to foreclose. 
We must have the courage to 
change, Ms. Flumani. I propose 
we change the minds and hearts 
of the socialists among us. "The 
road to serfdom" (Professor F.A. 
von Hayek, R.I.P.) is well-trod. 
Let us not allow it to be paved. 
p.s. Lighten up! The ship's still 
holding water, and the sky hasn't 
fallen. 
p.p.s. Any response should 
include alternative cliches for the 
preceding postscript. Thanks! 
Bret Ford 
Class of'96 
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I t's 11:30 in the evening and all is well in my McCaffrey Center apartment. All of a 
sudden, my roommate Ben Sporl 
runs downstairs and says, "seen 
it!" Sporl is of course talking 
about "Star Trek: The Next 
Generation," seen every night on 
KTXL Fox 40. 
In my apartment "Trek" is like 
a religion, and me, Sporl and Tod 
Hill all converge to pray at 
Deanna Troi's feet. Since 1987, 
"Trek" has been the most popular 
syndicated television show, except 
for "Wheel of Fortune." After six 
years, a new spin-off and even 
better plots, "Star Trek: The Next 
Generation" is becoming a 
favorite of many people on the 
Pacific campus. 
"Star Trek is really realistic," 
student Mitch Wright said, "espe­
cially because it seems we could 
reach that capacity in the future." 
The futuristic world created by 
Gene Roddenberry some 30 years 
ago has certainly given the scien­
tific world something to shoot 
for. From warp speed to the 
transportation of people's mole­
cules, "Star Trek" is a world 
which many of us would love to 
experience. Developing such 
ideas is easy in one's mind, but in 
reality, we will all be plant fertiliz­
er by the time these things actual­
ly exist. 
My two favorite parts of the 
Federation Starship Enterprise 
are the replicator and the 
holodeck. The replicator is a 
machine which can synthetically 
make things, such as a loaf of 
bread or hot chocolate. Just think, 
if there were replicators now, we 
could feed everyone in the world 
and not worry about people liv­
ing in poverty. 
The holodeck is probably the 
best thing since sliced bread from 
a replicator. This device can re­
create any place and any time in 
the galaxy, as long as its in the 
past. 
"If I could do anything with a 
holodeck, I would just love to be 
able to fly," student Robert 
Decano said. 
"Star Trek: The Next 
Generation" is not for everyone, 
but it is a show which could write 
and mold the future of the 
human race. Every weeknight, 
"Trek" is on at 5 and 11:30 on 
channel 40. New episodes 
explode onto the screen every 
Saturday night at seven on 40. 
Check "Trek" out, it is definitely 
more realistic than 90210. Well, 
that's just my opinion! 
Beam me up, Data! 
From the chief's desk 
Bob Caiaway 
Director of Public Safety 
A: t 7:45 p.m. on Thursday, March 25, .1993, an alert professor 
from our biology department 
telephoned our duty dispatch­
er and told of two juveniles 
looking into parked vehicles in 
the Burns Tower parking lot. 
He also gave excellent physical 
and clothing descriptions. 
Thanks for your help. 
Two duty officers went to 
the area to locate and talk to 
these young people. A short 
time later, our duty security 
officer and students aid arrived 
in the general area. They saw 
two male juveniles leaving the 
parking lot, walking toward the 
McCaffery Center. Our student 
aid, in civilian clothes, watched 
both juveniles while in the cen­
ter. 
After leaving the McCaffery 
Center, the two male juveniles 
walked toward Chapel Lane 
and Campus Way. One of our 
officers hid and even overheard 
one of the males say, "that guy 
is not looking/' as they walked 
past the area where he was hid­
ing. The officer then watched 
both juveniles walk east on 
Chapel Lane. They stopped 
near a motorcycle parked on 
the Southeast side of Grace 
Covell. 
Both juveniles sat on a park­
ing barricade and waited. The 
officer made his way closer. He 
was about 200 feet from the 
juveniles when he saw one of 
the juveniles take the motorcy­
cle off its parking stand. He 
then pushed the motorcycle 
east on Chapel Lane to the east 
side of Morris Chapel. The 
other juvenile followed close 
behind. 
The hidden officer then 
radioed for assistance. The two 
juveniles were taken into 
immediate custody and arrest­
ed for felony theft of a motor­
cycle. One of our officers locat­
ed the registered owner of the 
motorcycle, living in Grace 
Covell, and told him about the 
theft incident. 
The officers took the juve­
niles to the department of 
public safety for questioning. 
Both juveniles were read their 
constitutional rights from the 
prepared Miranda Card. 
One of the juveniles waived 
his rights by saying, "I'll talk to 
you. My brother and I stole it 
because we had such a long 
walk." He also said that they 
came to our University with 
the intention of stealing a vehi­
cle. Both juveniles have been 
referred to the San Joaquin 
County juvenile authority. 
A big thanks to our profes­
sor who was concerned 
enough to call us. A big thanks 
to the duty officers, security 
officer, student aid and the dis­
patcher for working together 
as a team. They all did a very 
good job. 
; "A writer who can't write in a gramerly manner better shut up shop.'-r-Artemus Ward 
Use one of your 15 minutes of fame! Write to Mr Collcgwl 
Q. Dear Mr. Collese: I'm Hooked on Phonics®! HELP! —K.C., Providence, Rl 
A. Dear K.C.: Admitting you have a problem and asking for help Is a 
good sign. The thing to do now Is to get yourself into a competent 
twelve-step program...oh sorry. How Insensitive of me. I mean: 
Get / your-self / In-to / a / comp-e-tent / twelve / step / pro-gram. 
And be thankful, It could be a tot worse! At least you're not cuckoo for 
Coco-Puffs®. 
Q. Dear Mr. College: I'm dating someone who acts like Greg Brady. Should 
I be concerned?—Frightened in Washington, Washington, DC 
A. Dear Frightened: There are a lot of people frightened In 
Washington these days. But that's another Issue entirely. If you 
mean he acts like Greg Brady by being a fine, upstanding, drug-free, 
healthy young man—then no, you shouldn't worry. If you mean he 
acts like Greg Brady by wearing loud paisley shirts with gigantic 
collars, skin tight bell-bottoms and platform shoes then you may 
want to ...split that scene. If you know what I'm sayln'. 
Q. Dear Mr. College: Why?—Inquisitive, Madison, Wl 
A. Dear Inquisitive: Because If It's not one thing, If s another. 
It's always something. If It's not this, It's that. Six of one, 
a half dozen of the other. Ya gotta roll with the punches. 
A tit for a tat. What goes around comes around. When 
the going gets tough, the tough get going, and If ya 
can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen. But you 
know, It's not so much the heat, It's the humidity. 
EY YOU! 
Get your question answered by Mr. Collese! 
Send questions, comments, and realty expensive gifts to: 
Mr. College • P.O. Box 431 • Gaithersburg MD • 20884-0431 
© Anthony Rutlno. Jr.. 1993 • Distributed by Tribune Media Services 
D e l t a .  
Allie McHugh 
Feature Editor 
With the rains subsiding after 
a long, wet winter, the San 
Joaquin Delta is a great place to 
enjoy the sun and water sports of 
Stockton. Many people go to the 
coast for the weekend, but the 
Delta is much closer and can offer 
many other things. In past 
columns, I have written about 
water sports and fishing on the 
Delta. This week, I will explain 
how our Delta is so unique. 
The first phenomenon of the 
Delta is the ever-changing water 
level. Here in Stockton, we are at 
aposition in the Delta where 
water rises quickly. The inflow of 
water and the tides can affect a 
whole region for many days, or as 
little as two hours. 
One weekend I was on my 
roommate's boat, and for the first 
time, we could see over the plants 
across the channel. We figured 
the water level was 10-15' higher 
than only a week before. This 
made me realize that water which 
Report 
rises that fast could become dan­
gerous in flooding cases. 
The "100 year flood plan" in 
Stockton was devised so water­
ways would not overflow. In 
many areas around town, roads 
and docks are being built higher 
to handle the water from over­
flowing. 
Workers at Stockton Flood 
Control told The Pacifican that 
the water level is continually 
changing. Also, they said that 
there is never a consistent water 
level in the majority of the Delta. 
One thing which affects water 
level is the flooding of farm lands. 
Water is released from the Delta 
directly to the land. From there, 
the water can go two places. The 
farmers usually let the water 
absorb into the land to keep the 
soil fertile for the hot summer. 
The other option is for the water 
to be drained into waterways, 
which will end up back in the 
Delta. These two forms of flood­
ing help lower water levels and 
keep the Delta from burying us at 
Pacific. 
The Pacifican's Week} 
Top Ten List 
by 
Matthew Riley Neuenburg 
From the home office in Indio, Calif 
famous for date shakes, here are the top ten sir 
that it's April Fools Day in Washington D.C 
10. Tipper challenges Ice-T to a limbo contest. 
9. Senators have a work day that doesn't include 18 
holes of golf. : p' 
8. Hillary's wearing a skirt. 
7. Congress initiates a bill to prohibit lobbying. 
6. Bork fills out another application for a Supreme 
Court position. 
5. Al's evicting Eskimos for a new oil pipe line. 
4. There's an Attorney General. 
3. Barbara Boxer is taking roll in Senate. 
2. Bill's stopped payments to Gennifer Flowers. 
And the number one sign that it's April Fools Da] 
Washington D.C 
ft. Chelsea has friends. 
it Writer 
"Point of No P 
Bridge Fonda as I 
,bo lit a convicted 
gets a second cha 
tially sentencec 
killing a cop. In 
lion, the governr 
offer her a repne 
avoid her death 
must agree to join 
z.ition of assassins 
After some "eti 
Maggie is releasee 
ety. Her assign 
blowing up hot 
•powerful people. 
Fonda is very 
this role. She is al 
audience's attent 
throughout the fil 
, "Point of N< 
adapted from Luc 
| drama, "La Femn 
stars Gabriel E 
Mulroney, Ann 
Harvey Keitel. 
"Point of No 
R. 
Tattoos 
Pregnancy center features Lee Ezelle 
Stockton's Pregnancy Help 
Center announced today that 
their annual "Love Life Dinner," 
slated for April 3, 1993 will fea­
ture noted author and speaker 
Lee Ezelle. 
In 1963, as an 18 year old, 
Ezelle was brutally raped. As a 
result she became pregnant and 
gave up her daughter for adop­
tion. More than 20 years later, 
Ezelle received a phone call from 
her daughter, Julie. Their reunion 
provides a story book ending to 
what began as a nightmare. 
Using her background in 
musical comedy, Ezelle commu­
nicates her message of hope, 
blending truth with humor. Her 
entertaining speaking style both 
amuses and informs audiences. 
Ezelle imaginatively shares on 
topics geared to improve personal 
relationships. 
Ezelle has written four books, 
including "The Missing Piece," 
which is the story of her rape and 
reunion with her daughter. Her 
media credits include interviews 
on national radio shows, as well 
as newspaper and magazine arti­
cles. Ezelle also has appeared on 
"The Sally Jesse Raphael Show" 
and "Geraldo." 
The "Love Life Dinner" will be 
held in the banquet hall at 
Century Assembly Church, locat­
ed at 550 W. Century Blvd., Lodi. 
Tickets are $25, two or more for 
$20 each. 
(Continued from page 3) 
"When it's a kid, and they 
want something satanic, I try to 
talk them out of it," said Ryder, 
who won't etch racial symbols 
on anyone either. 
Patrick Tien, a sophomore at 
George Mason University in 
Fairfax, Va., said his tattoo of 
Calvin, of the Calvin and Hobbs 
comic strip is an expression of 
his inner self. 
I think it s kind of me, you 
know, the carefree me," he 
mused. But if my parents see it 
they will say, Leave the house 
immediately.'" 
And if you change your 
mind? There are some chemi­
cals that will break up the color 
on the skin, and laser surgery, 
not yet approved by the FDA, 
an expensive process 
shatter the color 
through 100 million wall 
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800-592-2R 
Ext. 314 _J 
SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN FASHION! 
FASHION SUMMER COURSES! 
INTRODUCTION TO FASHION MERCHANDISING 
NEW YORK FASHION TOUR! 
An overview and introduction into the business of fashion, including 
business ownership, retailing today, buying, merchandising, and 




ORIGINS OF FASHION 
A survey of costume from the ancient world to the present. A study 
of fashion change and the influences of change. Cultural, economic, 
and sociological factors are examined as well as individual and social 





6 DAYS, 5 NIGHTS IN NEW YORK! v, 
SEE BEHIND-THE-SCENES OF THE FASHION INDUS'^ 
pend a week in New York City and meet designers, retail an 
vert1 snig executives, boutique owners, fashion photograph 
models, magazine editors, and more! 
See a Broadway show! 
Tour Manhattan and shop the finest stores in the world: Tr»®P 
ower, 1 th Avenue, Soho, the garment district! 
Estimated cost is $465 + airfare' 
Are you interested? 
WARDROBE PLANNING 
A six week seminar course designed to assist with image presentation. 
In-depth guidance in wardrobe planning: purchasing, fit, and style. 
CLOTHING CONSTRIICTTON 
For more information about the New York Tour or summer coi** 
SKSSSSsssesrS' 
A foused study on the selection and use of sewing equipment, fabrics 
and patterns; interpretation and use of commercial patterns, pattern 
alterations, and construction techniques. Careers in the sewing 
industry are also discussed 3 Units 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
PHONE 
Send more information about 
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Ihl!!9̂ t QWQy DY.ck s' buck's, Boulangerie and Bagels 
orj^; : 
^jjng for something new 
"nd exciting to do? Tired of 
same old weekend scene 
,^'peroni's or the Graduate? 
i I've got quite the remedy for 
Weekend blahs. It's called 
\ N' Bowl- Rock N'What? 
jock N* Bowl. 
What we are talking about is 
, hjppest bowling alley on the 
Wast. Located in the infa-
Uaieht-Ashbury district of 
JFrancisco, Rock N' Bowl is 
Llace to be on the weekends. 
party.goers pay a $7 fee to 
. an evening of unlimited 
' ,ing. Sound a little dry? 
y try to consider the fact that 
bowling is far from A ^ * r*/* 
No Hghts are on the knes exTept f±JitJJ
erent way to start the day — Go out for breakfast 
to light up the pins. The video Gina McCrearv pancakes and fresh juices. If you muffins Fmsfi iniree ptnrpccnc bagels ar< 
hT!;r.ihatusuâ "»you — ucw.y leu you how bad your game is> are now 
playing the videos of such bands 
^tce in Chains, L7 and the Red 
Hot Chili Peppers. Ear plugs are 
recommended for those hearing-
weary. Waitresses are ever pre­
sent to take your drink orders 
nght on the floor. 
With a diverse crowd of "Rock 
N Bowlers," people watching is at 
its best. Having a good group of 
friends along guarantees a good 
time for all. Rock N' Bowl is 
located at 1855 Haight Street. 
More information can be 




The thought of greasy dorm food, the usual bowl of stale Captain Crunch cere­
al or last night's leftover pizza 
might not motivate you to get up. 
However, if your stomach wakes 
you with a hungry grumble and 
you do make it out of your paja­
mas, a few local spots offer break­
fasts rivaled only by mom's home 
cooking. 
The Duck Nook 
Cholesterol counters beware! 
The Duck Nook serves all sorts of 
eggs, sausage, bacon and liguisa 
combinations, as well as waffles, 




i Indio, Calif, 
the top ten signs 
ngton D.C. 
<> contest, 




l for a Supreme 
iil pipe line. 
nate. 
ifer Flowers. M 
's April Fools Day in 
'Point of No Return," starring 
dget Fonda as Maggie, is a film 
(tout a convicted murderess who 
$ a second chance. She is ini-
jally sentenced to death for 
ng a cop. Instead of execu-
»n, the government decides to 
:r a reprieve. In order to 
ivoid her death sentence, she 
lust agree to join a secret organi-
uion of assassins. 
After some "etiquette training", 
aggie is released back into soci-
jy. Her assignments include 
lg up hotels and killing 
ewerful people. 
Fonda is very convincing in 
is role. She is able to capture to 
face's attention and keep it 
roughout the film. 
Point of No Return" was 
iapted from Luc Besson's French 
bma, "La Femme Nikita." It also 
lirs Gabriel Byrne, Dermot 
lulroney, Anne Bancroft and 
Irvey Keitel. 
"Point of No Return" is rated Briget Fonda stars as Maggie, a convicted killer offered a chance to live if she 
joins a covert government agency specializing in high-level assassinations. 
ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR 
process that will] 
color pigment 
million wattso, 
| will still leavea 
Michelle Gillette 
htertainment Editor 










March 12-April 3 — 
Sherlock's Last Case" (2:30 
H 8 p.m., Hotel Lodi 
pre, 368-2225) 
April 1-3 — "Something's 
l'°°C musical (8 p.m., 
Marcus Brown Studio 
leatre,UOP) 
April 2-18 — "Dracula" 
Ockton Civic Theatre, 
"5-2424) 
April 18 — Auditions for 
Va'ls" (2 p.m., Asian 
tlefican Repertory 
ieatre> Dance Studio, Stagg 
^ School, 464-0347) 
Vil 27-May 9 — "Jesus 
Superstar" (Orpheum 
'."eatre> (415)776-1999 or 
Pl0)762-BASS) 
ay 7-23 — "Taking 




April 2 — UOP Jazz 
Ensemble (8 p.m., Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall) 
Classical 
April 1 — April Fools 
Concert, Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble and University 
Concert Band (8 p.m., Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall) 
April 18 - Stockton 
Chorale's Not-So-Silent 
Auction (3-6 p.m., Sherwood 
Executive Center, (209) 
8805) 
April 22 8c 29 - Opera 
Personae (7:15 p.m., Le Bistro, 
956-4816) . 
April 25 - 23rd Annual 
Henry Holt Opera Scholarship 
auditions (Foothill College, 
Los Altos Hills; P.O. Box 1714, 
Palo Alto, Ca. 94302) 
, the woi 
trict! 
fid: . i ruJ^P 
9/5- ) 
lute 18-27 — "Walls," DANCE 
cond­
or sunn" r nege' 
iquin 
kton. CA 
J'an American Repertory 
/atre (Manlio Silva 




A — Guns N' Roses 
Brian May (8:30 p.m., 
0Arena 952-2277) 
Dil  8  — Information 
April 16-18 "Cinderella," 
Bolshoi West Academy of 
nance (Warren Atherton 
477-4141 or 467-Auditonum, 477 4i«t 
1440) 
ART 
want the house favorites, try the 
"Hunter's Special" (potatoes, lin-
guisa, sausage and bacon all 
scrambled into eggs), an enchila­
da omelet or the Belgian waffles 
with whipped cream and fresh 
fruit. Just a short drive from 
school, the Duck Nook is located 
on Harding, a block or so east of 
Pacific. 
M-F 6:30 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Sat. 7:00 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sun. 
7:00 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Prices: $3.15 $6.85 
Number (209)467-3825 
Chuck's Custom Corner 
Perfect for satisfying that 
never-ending hangover appetite, 
or for taking your dad to remind 
him of his college days, Chuck's 
offers the best breakfast for your 
buck. Most UOP students have 
either heard of Chuck's or driven 
past it on Pacific (by Orlie's). It's 
exactly the same on the inside as 
it is on the outside — a dump. 
But, if you're willing to overlook 
the tattered booths and the truck 
stop atmosphere, you'll be treated 
to the best (and biggest) pancakes 
and omelets in all of Stockton. 
M-F 6 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 6 a.m. -5p.m. 
Sun. closed 
Prices: $3.55 - $6.55 
Number: (209)473-9977 
La Boulangerie 
Although this column usually 
tries to stay away from major 
restaurant chains, La Boulangerie 
french bakery and cafe has to be 
mentioned. Located in the 
Venetian Bridges center and in 
the food court in Sherwood Mall, 
these little places offer a variety of 
filled croissants, scones and 
muffins. Fresh juices, espressos, 
capuccinos and mochas are excel­
lent. The cafe in Venetian Bridges 
has tables on an outdoor patio, 
perfect for a leisurely breakfast 
with a friend (or the paper) on a 
warm spring morning. 
M-Sat 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sun. 6:30 a.m.-4 p.m. (SM) 
M-F 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sat. 
8 a.m. -6:30p.m. Sun. 8 a.m. -
6p.m. 
Breakfast Prices: $3 -$4 
Number: (209)478-4780 
(209)472-0995 
Bagel Express Cafe 
Where would sorority girls be 
without it? Bagels Express, on 
March Lane by Fabricland, has 15 
different types of bagels. 
Favorites include whole wheat 
and "California Crunch" (with 
low fat cream cheese) for health 
nuts, and pizza, sesame, cinna­
mon raisin and blueberry bagels 
(with a variety of butters and fla­
vored cream cheeses) for the 
more adventuresome. Although 
l  re baked fresh, prices are a 
little high. 
For variation, I suggest you 
check out The Bagel Kitchen (on 
Porter Avenue, off Pacific, 
(209)478-9014). It has 12 differ­
ent types of bagels that change on 
a daily basis, and regular bagels 
are only 40 cents, compared to 
Bagel Express's 55 cents. 
M-Sat. 6:30 a.m. -6 p.m. 
Sun. 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Number: (209)952-2435 








Pacific Baking Co 
(209)462-7939 
Safari Coffee & Tea: 
(209)474-8676 
Toot Sweets Bakery: 
(209)474-6692 
Is Kravitz Going Your Way? 
By Aimee Girardot 
Staff Writer 
Lenny Kravitz's newest album, "Are You Gonna Go My Way", is a 
mellow mix of fourteen new songs. It begins with the title song 
which is the fastest paced song of the album and a promising new hit. 
Kravitz maintains his usual love theme on the second half of the 
album with the songs "Is There Any Love In Your Heart", 
"My Love", "Sugar" and several others. While Kravitz's latest 
release isn't one to crank at a dance party, his soothing voice and sim­
ple lyrics will serve well as beach music or as background mood set­
ting while lounging with a lover. If you are a big Kravitz fan, you 
may be disappointed with this slow paced album. It is worth discov­
ering for yourself if this new, relaxed Kravitz is something you enjoy. 
It is on sale now at Tower Records for about ten dollars, or available 
this week at the bookstore. 
JomethThg'/ 
Adele 




March 23-April 23 -
Patti Schneider, calligraphy 
(reception on March 29, 12-
1 p.m., American River 
College, Sacramento) 
April 23 — Reception for | 
Paula Overbay, encaustic 
painter (7 p.m., UOP Art 
Gallery) 
May 1 & 2 — 11th Annual 
Spring Fine Art Show 
(Amador County Artists 
Association; P.O. Box 358; 
Jackson, Ca. 95642) 
OTHER EVENTS 
April 2-4, 9-11 — "The 
Best of Pink Floyd" laser 
show at the Delta College 
Planetarium (8, 9 and 10 
p.m., call (209)474-5110) 
April 7 & 8 — "Oldies but 
Goodies" laser show at the 
Delta College Planetarium 
(8, 9 and 10 p.m., call 
(209)474-5110) 
April 18 — Earth Day (12-
6 p.m., Oak Park, 467-4455) 
May 7-9, 14-16 — 
"Spaceship Earth/The Great 
Barrier Reef" at the Delta 
College Planetarium (tickets 
available through the Delta 
Box Office) 
June 18 — Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti, Stockton Arts 
Commission Speaker (Long 
Theatre, 948-6488) 
A NEW MURDER MYSTERY MUSICAL 
Book, Music and Lyrics by 
JAMES MCDONALD, DAVID VOS 
& ROBERT GERLACH 
Additional Music by ED LINDERMAN 
"A ribsplitter. "—TimeMagazine 
A UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE PRODUCTION 
ELIZABETH HODGDON 
Musical Director 




MARCH 25, 26, 27 and APRIL 1, 2, 3 
8:00 p.m. CURTAIN 
DEMARCUS BROWN STUDIO THEATRE 
General Admission $8.00 
All Students, Senior Citizens and UOP Staff $4.00 
For More Information and Reservations Call 
Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French, Inc. 
946-2116 
Poster by Lauren Graphics. New York, NY 
J 
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1993 Pacifican Pre-Season 
National League Baseball Poll 
W h o  d o  y o u  p r e d i c t  w i l l  p l a c e  i n  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  
d i v i s i o n s  i n  t h e  u p c o m i n g  s e a s o n ?  
(Asked in McCaffrey Center) 
National League East 
1. New York Mets 
2. Montreal Expos 
3. Chicago Cubs 
National League Champions 
Atlanta Braves 
National League West 
1. Atlanta Braves 
2. San Francisco Giants 
3. Los Angeles Dodgers 
American League East 
1. Toronto Blue Jays 
2. Boston Red Soxs 
3. Baltimore Orioles 
American League Champions 
Oakland A's 
American League West 
1. Oakland A's 
2. Chicago White Sox 
3. Kansas City Royals 
And the winner of the 1993 World Series will be... 
The Atlanta Braves 
Top Major League Baseball teams pick, 
An Oakland/Atlanta World Series? ^ ^ ^ 
!hf, could take away from the pUyo8s'» Matt Neuenburg 
Sports Editor 
believed the Blue Jays 
home the trophy twice in a row. Champions, the most 
UOP students, staff and facul­
ty were surveyed this week in the 
McCaffery Center for their pre­
dictions on the upcoming Major 
League Baseball season. With 
opening day only a week away, it 
was the perfect time for true pre­
season predictions. 
The World Champion Toronto 
Blue Jays were given the over­
whelming nod to win the A.L. 
East division again, only to face 
the Oakland A's in a repeat play­
off series. Over half of those sur­
veyed supported Toronto to reach 
The A's were selected as die prob- ^ The A s were team in Dodgers fans seemed 
J w." Series, with 12.5* ever, for every person £ 
« on *e A's finishing the Jc.ed Us Aug,, „ ̂  
team. The Braves were predicted would bring the ,itlt 
to face the Mets, who narrowly 
beat out the upstart Montreal 
Expos for the N.L. East title. 
Apparently, those surveyed felt 
the third time's the charm for the 
boys from Georgia, since 20% 
Francisco. 
Look for weekly Pacific 
veys in the McCaffery Qr 
Mondays between noon 
p.m. The paper wants 
input on topical issues. 
reau 
The year of surprises 




season are numerous and a Tigers to defeat the Runi 
great sign of things to come for Rebels. 
UOP UOP swept eventual 
The Men's team will be the West Tournament Chaij-
David Perkins 
Senior Staff Writer 
SOFTBALL: 
PLAY-BALL!. That's right. 
Softball season is finally under­
way. Unfortunately, the rain post­
poned some of last week's games, 
so there are no results yet. 
SOCCER: The season is 
almost over and it went without a 
hitch until last weeks rain. The 
play-off dates have not yet been 
determined. These are the stand­
ings and records to date. 
MfiN:  The standings are 
decided on a point system. The 
teams receive two points for a vic­
tory and one for a tie. 
Bogorosso is in first place with 
8 points. Soyez Rapides are in 
second with 6, Archania has 5, 
SAE has 3, Norml has 2 and 
Scooter's Scotties has 1. 
CO-REC: The Co-Rec leagues 
standings are done by win-loss 
record. To this date, these are the 
standings. 
1- The Free Agents are unde­
feated at 4-0. 
1- Ataxics are also without a 
loss at 4-0. 
BADMINTON: The bad­
minton tourney was held March 
12 in the main gym. The tourna­
ment consisted of four doubles 
teams and six singles players. The 
doubles played single elimina­
tion style and the singles played a 
type of single elimination with an 
extra bracket. Steve Tu, for the 
second straight semester won the 
singles tournament. 
UPCOMING EVENTS: 
There will be a volleyball open 
gym coming up on April 25 and 
May 2. Contact the office for 
more information. The Ultimate 
Frisbee tournament will be held 
on April 23. The entry forms are 
due no later than April 21. 
Tennis anyone? The tennis 
tournament will be held on April 
23-24 Entries close April 21. 
The golf tournament will be 
on April 30. Entries are due April 
29. 
The intramural department is 
accepting applications for next 
year's supervisor positions. Come 
to the IM office for information 
and an application. 
If you have lost something 
during an intramural event, 
come by the office to claim it. 
Volleyball anyone? The intra­
mural department has a grass net 
available for rental. The cost is 
$25. Contact our office at 946-
2716 for more information. 
Pacific Basketball exploded 
this year and went beyond any- focus of this article, while the Long Beach St. for the it e pacific Baseb; 
one's pre-season expectations. Lady Tigers will be examined time since 1985. The I,: 
Though the end came abruptly 
through two tough losses in 
Long Beach for both the Men's 
and Women's team, the 
accomplishments of the 92-93 
next week. 
Pacific was predicted to fin­
ish seventh this year in the Big 
West conference, so the Tigers 
made more than a little noise 
by claiming bragging rights for 
:jtutil' ac
her swims w 
seball i 
rivlcHugh 
Staff Writer _ 
fullerton State la 
won a stretch of five stralnd the top 20 tea 
games, which last occurrec igers in three gat 
1981. The early season, s have lost five 
over Oregon was the 1)0 s,lowering its rec 
first victory over a Pake Big West Conft 
school since 1971, it Friday, Paci 
being the third best team in the Washington was the via rton played a doul 
Big West. 
Pacific finished with a 16-10 
regular season record and 12-6 
in Big West games. It was the 
best overall season since 1978 
when UOP went 17-9. More 
importantly, it was the Tigers 
first winning record in the Big 
West since 1979, when Pacific 
went on a tear for a 11-3 con­
ference record and gained an 
NCAA tournament bid. The 
12 wins also set a new Pacific 
record for most games won in 
the conference. 
The list of first season since" 
could go on forever, but before 
endless numbers are thrown 
out, the main focus on the suc­
cess of the season can be point-
Pacific had the 15th bests ith the Titans wu 
ing defense in the nati game 8-L The It 
holding opponents under our ^ts *n 
points a game. Not si four players getti i 
Richard Nixon was Vii The;lone Pacific 
President had UOP heldopi D°u§Eame, wh< 
nents to such a low avenree at 
1960 to be exact. -bRinderknech 
Based on this year's suc« ie.Ti&ers and tool 
es, what does the future In S1* ™mnSS 
for Pacific Basketball! 'frecht «1Vf ' , md live runs, whil 
Three seniors will be ^ ̂  
ing: two starters in U ^ second 
Richardson and T« ^ used four la 
Amundsen, and key sixth-i tQ beat ^ TJ 
Darrell George. ThoughMiller took ^ 
efforts will surly be i 
Thomason has assembk 
fine returning cast. LeJL 
Chuck Terrell, who s f icific 
^ ed to 1993 Big West Coach of begun to display his slashinj 
g the Year, Bob Thomason, only the hoop maneuvers, Micjv 1 lgCTS g 
^ the second Pacific coach to Jackson and Glenn Griffiitjpg^ • 
§ ever achieve the honor. In Tigers have a strong basf 
^ fb f 1 h year from build on, for all of these 
^resurrecting a 5-22 team, his 
g contributions have been 
g: instrumental. 
Chuck Terrell is looking to lead the Tigers to new heights. 
Pacifican positions open 
for Fall 1993 
Editor-in-Chief Business Manager 
Managing Editor News Editor 
Entertainment Editor Feature Editor 






Apply at The Pacifican office, Third Floor, Hand Hall 
Without his installation of 
solid team play amongst the 
players, the Tigers might very 
well have ended up seventh in 
the conference. 
A series of negative streaks 
ended as a slew of positive 
streaks began the year. This 
season marked the first time 
Pacific ever defeated New 
Mexico St. and UNLV in the 
same season. The victory over 
the Aggies snapped a nine 
game losing streak to New 
Mexico St., while it marked the 
first time in 21 years for the 
ers are capable ofaver'ttNeuenbure 
over 13 points a game ^ & 
for rising stars in ^ 
Jones, Deric Daniels- eUop Softball 
Delmonte Madison. 1 e field last 
With seven months b' Bainst f0ur 0f 
another Pacific season op the nation 
one can be sure 
will be continuing t° j, 
further excellence ftol\ 




If the previous f've ^ 
are any indication as'0 
expect in the next yean1 
to be another excitinS' 
played and well deserve 
son for a team that 
the turnaround, but t(i 
looking for more 
tnalnal Invitatio> indent -><• o 
COn, 41 San 
teion « c f SIX top 
s 
•S an. eX'C°' 
V 
contest 
UOP SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
CHILDREN'S AWARENESS CARNIVAL 
WE NEED CLUBS, DORMS, AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS TO SPONSOR GAME BOOTHS. 
UOP School of Pharmacy is hosting the annual 
Children's Awareness Carnival for 
disadvantaged kids. We need your help to make it a 
s u c c e s s .  it all takes place Saturday, May 1 5 ,  
1993, 10:30-2:30 on the McCaffery Center lawn. 
GREAT PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED FOR THE BEST 
BOOTH. COME JOIN THE FUN FOR THE KIDS!! 
For more information 
please call Heather at 477-7528 
8s a8ain °Vve, St 20 
^asw,1; Pacifi 
e yf^ell. *Ctkheyesfi« Cth two 
rnMD, MAILBOX RENTALS tffi 
COMPLETE PRIVATE MAILBOX & SERVICE C& 
MAILBOX RENTALS - 24 HR ACCESS MAIL FORWARDED ^ 
UPS - SHIPPING BOXES \ SUPPLIES NOTARY PUBLIC 
n  f l u r r P  r e S p c  °sa s whe 








r,ari °ut of 
Conveniently Located in Venetian Squafe 
ATMARCH LM. & PERSHING AVE. 
4555 N. PERSHING AVE. NO. 33 
PHONE 477-7557 
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Top freshman makes a splash at finals 
Schumacher competes in NCAA swim meet 
Kristin Roelofs 
Senior Staff Writer 
:etball 
defeat the RUn 
aCfoer swims with the best at the NCAA tourney. 
This past week freshman 
Brad Schumacher competed at 
the NCAA Men's Swimming 
Championships in 
Indianapolis, Indiana: 
Schumacher qualified for 
J the meet last month at the Big 
West Championships in Long 
-f Beach. He was one of two 
^ swimmers in the conference 
that qualified to go to the 
J NCAA finals. Going into the 
^ championships, he was seeded 
13th in the 200-yard freestyle 
seball swept by Fullerton 
iWePt eventual BiA 
'"lament Champio! 
ach St. for the fir 
:e l985- The Tigers 
McHugh 
StaffWriter 
Pacific Baseball team 
fullerton State last week-
retch of five straight ad the top 20 team swept 
hich last occurred 
he early season win 
rgon was the U0P 
in ers in three games. The 
have lost five straight 
lowering its record to 3-
tory over a Pac-lj (Big West Conference, 
[since 1971, when Friday, Pacific and 
|ton was the victim, onplayed a double head-
id the 15th best scor- ithe Titans winning the 
:nse in the nation,The Tigers only 
opponents under 64 
» game. Not since 
Nixon was Vice-
: had UOP held oppo-
such a low average, 
>e exact. 
on this year's success-
does the future hold 
ic Basketball? 
seniors will be leav-
v starters in Robert 
son and Tony 
en, and key sixth-man 
Teorge. Though their 
will surly be missed, 
ion has assembled 
urningcast. Led by 
Terrell, who's )"st 
» display his slashing« 
p maneuvers, M"*1 
and Glenn Griffin,* 
lave a strong base 
ii hits in the first game, 
iir players getting one hit 
lone Pacific RBI was 
kg Bame, who doubled 
sat bats. 
iRinderknecht started,; 
%rs and took 
innings' work, 
rknecht gave up seven 
runs, while striking 
sand walking two. 
the second game, 
used four late inning 
the Tigers 6-2. 
ler took the loss for 
Pacific, giving up three runs 
and seven hits in six innings' 
work. Dale Dolejsi gave up 
three runs in the eighth inning, 
which put the Tigers out of the 
game. 
The Tigers managed eight 
hits in the opening game, with 
Darius Cunnigan getting two. 
Six other players each had one 
hit for Pacific. Chip Sell and Vic 
Sanchez drove in one run each 
for the Tigers. 
Fullerton State scored seven 
runs off Lorenzo Hidalgo in 
three innings, beating the 
Tigers 8-3 in the second game 
of the series. Hidalgo took the 
loss for Pacific, but relievers 
Chris Reinheimer and Jimmy 
• j Mercuric held the Titans to one 
run and four hits in the last five 
innings. 
The Tigers once again got 
eight hits for the game, with 
Bame and Jarod Sproule getting 
two hits each. Bame doubled, 
homered and scored two runs, 
but the Tigers could not man 
age to get any more production 
with a qualifying time of 
1:22.04. 
"This is a very difficult meet 
because the time standards 
have become so competitive," 
said head coach John Tanner. 
"After they qualify for the 
national competition, it is dif­
ficult to swim under their time 
or even the same, because of 
the emotional pressures." 
The first day Schumacher 
swam the 50-yard freestyle on 
the outside lane. He was seed­
ed 45th in the event as he 
entered the race out of 65 
qualifiers. He had an impres­
sive swim at 20.17. This was 
an improvement from the Big 
West meet where his time was 
20.46. 
His time of 20.17 would 
have made him an Ail-
American last year. Since the 
sport remains so fiercely com­
petitive however, that did not 
place him as an All-American 
this year. 
The second day Schumacher 
swam the 200-yard freestyle. 
This was his weakest event 
during the finals. He placed 
36 out of the 42 swimmers. 
The final day and event was 
the 100-yard freestyle where 
he was seated 19th going into 
the race. 
Schumacher finished with a 
comparable score to his Big 
West performance with a 44.29 
compared with a 44.23. 
It would still be fair to clas­
sify Schumacher as one of the 
top 20 freestylers in the nation 
with his performances in the 
50 and 100-yard freestyle. 
Since Schumacher was the 
only swimmer from Pacific to 
qualify for the finals, Tanner 
was left with two extra passes 
for the deck. 
Unexpected celebrities were 
the guests of UOP this year. 
"In the past we have always sat 
with Stanford and we allowed 
them to use our extra passes 
by making two of their swim­
mers honorary assistant 
coaches," said Tanner. 
"In this case it was Olympic 
gold medal winners Pablo 
Morales and Jeff Rouse." 
Morales and Rouse were both 
members of the 1992 Olympic 
team and competed together 
in the 400-yard medley relay 
where they brought home the 
gold. Rouse also holds the 
world record in the 100-yard 
backstroke. 
Volleyball falls to 
midwest competition 
•1 Christian Collins 
CQ 
& Senior StaffWriter s 
Men's volleyball continues to improve as it soars above the net 
ific Softball fares well among top competition 
Tigers gain 
cctin 
!,dforalllof these pUfaneilt 
capable of ave'aj — 
£harleS l^''1 
points a game; 
,ng stars in 
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tU0P Softball team took 
field last weekend 
'fast four 0f the better 
"'ta nation and earned 
Thomas0l| j^spite losing two heart-
to strive P 
n. 
c previous flVC wbat» 
sea: 
indication ast°it.ss»> 
n the next yc* J 
mother exd , # 
and > 
a . e a m ^  
r n a r o u n d ,  °  
, for more-
H Tigers were a part of 
invitational Softball 
, le"t at San Jose State. 
^Petition at the event 
| °f six top 20 teams: 
J^mento State, Utah 
Mexico, California 
,1! Mi 
.a The UOP Men's Volleyball 
^played a very impressive match 
against Ohio State University last 
J Friday losing in four games, 10-
^ 15,12-15,15-13 and 9-15. 
The Tigers competed fiercely 
against the Buckeyes. "I thought 
we really played well as a team," 
said freshman David Ottenfeld, 
who led the Tigers with 18 kills. 
Losing the first two games, the 
Tigers came back to win the third 
game. "We played better 
defense," said junior Matt Taylor, 
who had his career high at UOP 
with a total of 12 kills against 
Ohio State. "This allowed us to 
win the third game." But the 
Tigers lost their momentum as 
they lost the next match. "In the 
fourth game," said junior William 
Fruehling, "we ran out of gas." 
Overall, the Tigers played a 
very good and defensive match 
against the Bucukeyes. "We 
played one of the best games of 
the whole year," said Ottenfeld. 
They have indeed improved 
tremendously. "It's no fun to 
loose," said Fruehling "but as long 
as we play our best, that's all we 
can ask for." 
iTALfcerm 
S E  
L 
tary publ|C 
fillips pitched an 
e contest for nine 
3a'nst 20th ranked 
Vever> Pacific was held 
3s Well 
l^yes flnaHy broke 
Cr'1 tw°runs 'n t'ie 
responded with 
Urry- when Wendee 
^cked a home run, 
5^s McDowell with 
. "e blast only pro-
^f'nevitable though, as 
Seniors J '-—Zu, -""" """ : Nicole ParK pacific piayed in the week against top conference rivals 
• A „ ctmno win to UNLV and Long Beach State on hits in nine innings. toUrnament and a strong win to 6 
h' their heavy week- (he weekend. Friday and Saturday at Bill 
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°ut of gas and gave 
'n the 11th, losing 
^ Und Creighton to put 
^ the Tigers even­
ed 4-2. Creighton 
^ terrors throughout 
'L 1 the sixth win 
who gave up five 
Continuing 
e n d o f p ^ U O P ^ t w o  
more games on Satur J- ^ a 
ranked New the 
quick tw°™ find the ball 
Tigers could fromthe 
duetoanexcellen g^ 
New Mexico p nforfour 
remained^ ™£ened 
""""afteMhe third, as the ream 
X2 j Everything was work.ng 
Oklahoma however, as 
against Okia ded the 
the Lady S • jacking up 
LadY S°mnber seven was Lopez 
win nu . four hits. 
a8ai"' fX was unstoppable-
Ree , 4 he plate and huung 
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Your Student Budget Each Month 
Currently seeking haalthy' 
hiqhly suitable individuals to 
donate Life Saving Plasma 
Stockton Plasma Center 
246 E. Church St. 
Stockton, CA 95203 
465-0284 
Call For An Appointment or Mo. o Information 
Miles Inc. will compensate you for your 
time spent donating Plasma which 
means you can add as much as $120 per 
month toward 
•  Your Family Budget 
•  Club, Church, School 
•  Favorite Charities or 
Organizations ' MILES 
"People Helping People" 





• YOU make ALL 
the choices, 
not outsiders, 
agencies or lawyers 
Future contact with 
your child, if you choose 
Free counseling and legal 
' support at one non-profit center 
Birth-related expenses covered 
10 years of open adoption 
experience 
Call Kerry Sunseri 
1-800-877-OPEN 
We care about YOU 




loving & op*n adoption 
Lows vuy C«iuln lypn ot mooOon 
may not b* tvailiM In your tun. 
fc 
s ru 




FOUR. LEADER'S BELIEVED 
£e\l££K_EMlP 
X WOHDW.IF YOU'D MIND! X 
DOtfTREUSH 5UfF£WNS 




Distributed by Tribune Media Services 
€>;9?3 RUBEN BOLL ING— 
W£ WAS SAVING THAT 
HIS NEW TAXES AFPECTEO 
LOWER. INCOME LEVELS 
THAN HE HAO PROMISED 
BECAUSE NEW STATISTICS 
SHOWED THAT "WE DEFICIT 
WAS WORSE THAN 
HE THOUGHT 
/ 
THIS VlfcTEMENI StiUO 
WE AS SOMEWAY 
DISINGENUOUS. BUY 1 
DlDN 1 MIND BECAUSE 
OVERALL HE'S DOING 
THE RLGHY THING 
AND I REALIZED THAT 
THIS WAS JUST THE KIND 
OF DUPUCITOUS STATEMENT 
THAT ENRAGED ME 
WHEN REAGAN OR BUSH 
MADE THEM. 
V 
1 MEAN, N WOULD KILL 
ME WHEN YHEY WOULD Lit 
JUST 8ECAUSE IT 
WOULD SERVE SOME EVIL, 
RlbHT-WING END 
1 
AND 1 COULDN'T STAND 
THAT EVEN PEOPLE WHO 
SEUEVED IN THOSE 
ENDS WOULD TOLERATE 
ALL THAT PALSE POSTURING 
BUT APPARENTLY WHEN . 
CLINTON FINESSES THE 
TRUTH TO SERVE ENDS 
1 BELIEVE IN, 
L SEE IT AS A HARMLESS 
POLITICAL EXPEDIENT. 
SO HOW 
ARE LIBERALS ANY 
DIFFERENT NOW 








THE BARKING DOG by DABRYl KUISKOWSKI 
Trail "WJ fiffi UU U n nn ^-5Tr?e©'' 
To 
IM51PE YOU'LL FINPALL Y0(J  ̂
RESEMBLE THr WG" s°°° MUCK, IT'LL <ECM>E 
THE BATCEEU5 OUTTA Y'AU-l 
QKK&tWOTg* 
^"THEl'6\PE-BURH5"-|,l - ELVIS NEVER LEFT UotAt 
WiTHouT TTT AH? you V/ON'T EITHER.' 
4R TWE "LIP- CURLE-I?-ops - SCOWL LINE THE c,op 
OF ROCK-N- POLLHI s S€L î 
^>THCUBACOK"-^>-WF ML KNOW THE RAN«,S 
PENCHANT F°RTHIS SIEILIN' SOODNESS/ 
1 
<A THE "|<AWTr-FoK-THE-StA(,E'Book-̂ \-|F 
/ov'RE 60NNA L»lt Liiee TH€ yw*$ZXX?yaj'?S. 
^ONNA HAVETA^ove HkE HlM;r°oi 
-A.-THE "CPLLAR £rtiARCjeW-̂ - HoW Ds Vou THINK 
WE C?OR THAT THM(7 TOOOOO %\kV! Uow You'll. GVA< 
•&TUE "JELLY EbNurs-Q-WE'Rc TALk/N' 
78 PoHE/V OFTHESr SweeF BAFIK.'/ IT'S 
-THE" ONLY WAV you rc° CAN ACHIEVE THAF 
,,5I^ER-Tf/A/V-A-BUICK"P^/<?UF oFTHE KAN^j/ 
Brave New. Whirl by Scott-Allen Pierson 
C.MON J O H N N Y .  . .  
CIVE PEAS A CHANCE? 
A Yoiwq, IM PRESS IONAZLE JO HN LENNON 
WOULD NEVE.R EAT HIS VEjCTAOLES 
\ \ \ FT 
C R O S S W O R D  
ACROSS 
1 Jap. woman 
S Attractive 
young woman 
9 Home of the 
silkworm 
14 Oneolthe 
15 Buffalo lake 
16 Unrestrained 
17 Coins of 
Calabria 
18 lambs 




24 By — of mouth 
26 Qaze Intently 
27 Train cars 
31 Seethes 
35 Eria'a neighbor 




40 Old Ger. money 
41 Musical sound 
42 "The — Around 
Us" 
43 Small bird 
44 Cousin of 
velvet 
45 King's fur 
47 Chicago laka 
49 Stanch 
51 Asian walght 
52 than you 
think" 
56 Attacks from 
above 
60 Widow's there 




65 Pagan Imaga 
66 Pound the poet 
67 Person's word 
68 Printer's need 
69 Fabric worker 
Ol993 TnOor>« M#Oi« S*rvc«l. Inc 





3 Farm measure 
4 Robin Hood's 
forest 
5 Postpones 
6 Raw mineral 
7 Falsehoods 
8 Abatement 
9 Actor Eddie 
and family 
10 Evening party 








28 Boring tool 
29 Fish 
30 Mass. city 
32 Surrounded by 
33 Heavenly food 
34 Gloss 
37 Small In law 
40 Bird sound 
41 Custom-made 
43 Great lake 
•HDD tIDUU QBDBB BIUUH kit'lLlll UHUUU BH UBIllU BBEIDQ BHBUEH utinuhiuaii 
uriuo CIUDH 
13131=]IIIDfc](ID ni'lUIULlH 
UUCIBD BHBCJU BHH 
HHHB BHUBB •UtJD 
HBO BHBBH BLUDblCl UL.1BHMH BUBUUtlUfc] huho mama 
HULllltJUtllM BBUEimi] BEitiuci huhh tjuuu 
UHHIIH TIUUTI UMUII 
tJOBEB UUBB HIJI.IU 
44 Winded 
exclamation 
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A S T R O L O O  
Week of April 1 
Copyright 1993 Rob Brezsny 
ARIES 
(MARCH 20-APRIL 19): Schwarzenegger called this 
- - ' Costner. They all wanted advice on how 'S 
Bruce Willis and Kevin — 
Ch APWL'FOS taSt'sure about the,12 years of R,pub, 
wouH never accept calls front d,chard _B„sh sopp> 
Schwarzenegger, 
* 
v r ucKr - „UFp( 
- Willis and Costner. But if they had called and as 
make their charisma less tacky and parasitical, 1 would have ,„ld 4, 
lories they know. You people are currently exudmg the mos, 
of animal ntagnetism-the kind that gives rather than steals. 
TAURUS (APR. 20-MAY 20): It's time to have your buttons 
numbers crunched, your clock cleaned and your hair raised. 
APRIL FOOLS! It is time to have your buttons pushed, numbers 
. , • • _j —,Kr if this leads to vou vetting,,. . APRIL rUULa! 11 is * "uc clock cleaned and hair raised only if this leads to you getting you 
- r onH vnnr noetic license renewed. I don t want m. ant to see 
than 
your sins forgiven and your poetic license rene ed. 1don, 
yourself apart unless you put yourself back together better 
before. , . . 
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): Like a high-powered talk showt,. 
sick of aU the hype and pretense, and who now teeters dru-1 
i 1. _ - '11 J 
grown sick ot an me xiypc m.u f u'u«i 
lobby of a massage parlor where he will encounter the Harvard-edUtlI? 
who will ultimately redeem his soul, your life offers ripe material fa, er 
for-TV movie. •- I
APRIL FOOLS! In fact, your life is only slightly like that. It's moreli, 
cal feminist flashing lots of cleavage at a hypocritical Operation Rescue, 
Holiday Inn bar, hoping to coax him into having so many drinks with 
he can't wake up the next morning to lead an assault on an abortioni 
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): I'm worried sick about youri 
well-adjusted behavior...your incorrigible insistence in seeing the best 
situation...your headlong slide into what some cynics call terminalhapfi 
APRIL FOOLS! I'm not worried in the least. I'm absolutely surevo. 
get flustered by your outrageous success. If anything, I feel like a pros: 
Tt's obvious that those post-hypnotic suggestions I gave you a while It'
finally kicking in. 
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): Buckle down, turn over a new 
nose to the grindstone, lazybones. Let the chips fall where they mayasi 
a stiff upper lip and hit the nail on the head. You've got to stop puttinj 
eggs in one basket and leaving them where the rubber meets the road. 
APRIL FOOLS! What you should really do, spitfire, is read Russiai 
and kiss on balconies naked in the rain with a juicy Renaissance perse 
you should really do is perfect your dirty dancing, karaoke duets am 
backrubs—preferably far away from your usual stomping grounds, 
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22): Don't change a thing about the way 
the game of love. Follow the rules like a good little safe sex machine £ 
hammering away at all your usual romantic strategies. 
APRIL FOOLS! The truth is that everything you thought you .-
love is slightly off. You can barely afford to say even one romantic did 
radical love spell on yourself immediately. Find a how-not-to bo' 
you how to unlearn all the brainwashing you've suffered from 
about love. Your pleasure will increase in proportion to how many if 
hear yourself say things you've never said before. 
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22): You're about to meet more r~t 
have in at least 13 moons, and at least 10 percent of them won't bf ' * " VVilV v/i • t 
Some of the characters you should be especially alert for include spit 
olll™ „..ll, l: , .JJlHt Mion 
j A,v vd /̂vvuuij iv.il IUI uivi«— -j 
workers, silky sulkers, big-eared X-doctors, personal growth addicts 
chameleons, codependent bodhisattvas, sexy Islamic celebrities, lesl 
and tempting time-travelers. 
APRIL FOOLS! There s no such thing as "sexy Islamic celebrities, 
rest of what I said is true. 
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): The moon landing was feW 
broadcast came from the Arizona desert. Ritz crackers have the word 
gay" printed on them in tiny letters. The secret ingredient in Coca-Col' . 
blood. Christianity is no less or no more a cult than the Harê  sid J'." 
Scientology and the Church of the Subgenius. *. 'm 
APRIL FOOLS! But I hope that the half-truths I listed will overs 
your imagination and convince you that all you have to do to a* 
impossible is attempt the absurd. 
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 20): You have astrological 
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violate the C 
the federal gc 
Nonethelt 
nuic, ana men rorge my 
no e will serve as the sole authorization you'll need to play hoo¥f 
vonr Hutioc ZA»- — I 1 1 ' M 'WUUU JUU 11 11CCU Y < your uties, or even cancel your appointment with your parole 
toTLmbTned^"t0 7°Ur aSS than notes from y°ur m°ther 
APIHL FOOLS! I won't allow you to forge my signature unless!0 
off Mvwh T "• Y°U mUSt Promise that ifÎ yhookyTf' 
to her W ° C PU,rPi°Se in encoura8ing you to skip out on the gr"1'1" 
you,„Xe:athrijC in beMf °f ,he proiec' "•*SKrdym 
desXffC0RN <DEC 21',AN' 19>: VouVe w°rked himl ̂  
k.„.: pamPer yourself. Don't let lack of money stand in r' 
• ah?"ri,°X !!S r vou've worked hard all your ** i i i  * * v  l " a i  y u u  V t  
correct wav f̂n^1110 Splurge* But omens say there's only °^e, M 
Yourself through shopping, 
AOTTARTTTC fi.v," y°u tninks is a status symbol. 
>8>= Highty percent ofaRp ,hone 
oXisfadX 'tWaSted in our country every year. One»«'f 
APRIL FOOLS. Trf11" beCause he chose the wron8 
nouncedX^e foX '"J0". if. 
res!i 
annonnreH  ̂  ̂ r uc matter is tnar last 
Yesterday mo tlT 3 diSCaSe that has debilit̂ ted thouSaI1ie( 
PKrPc55000 airPlanes in America took off and I*? ISCF*; ircD airplane i t  a
ionS(™T9 MAR'.>«= Piscean Demi Moorewould  ̂li n welfare 1 '• ̂ lscea  i ore woui" 
taxes on her y^cht̂  ̂  ketchup sandwiches for lunch forev«r 
1fR";:FO().I8!Demi Moore is not a Piscean. True Pî .̂  abuse their U,mI,L I-, , luure i  t  i . r  
you that this is an aco-lll dnCS; Whkh 'S  ̂1 haVC "° ̂  
[aim5 you that this ic  ̂ .i w ic is why I ve no qu° 
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